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Decades ago it was thought that short electrical waves of more than 1 cm 

wave length might have an effect on living organisms; but it was first used 

experimentally by Gosset and his students on plant tumors, which can be 

produced by the bacillus tumefaciens at the pelargonium. These tumors, 

in character belonging to the inflammatory granulation tumors, showed 

disintegration under the effect of electrical waves (produced by oscillatiilor:i), 

The necrosis was localized at the radiated area and sharply limited from the 

surrounding tissue. Other publications in this direction are not known. 

D'Arsonval, 35 years ago, radiated diphtheria toxin with "short waves" 

and determined that its toxicity became sharply reduced; tests, which at that 

time, were given no further notice. 

In 1926, Schereschewsky, interested in observations of subjective 

disturbances in the well-being of men, working with short wave senders, for the 

first time used ultrashort electrical waves on animal organisms and observed, 

that heat effects and heat injuries resulted which might even lead to the death 

in smaller test animals. 

In 1928 Schereschewsky published a work on short wave radiation of mouse 

tumors. He used a sarcoma easily inocculated and radiated the tumors when they 

wer of a size of 3 - 7 mm in diameter. He was able to get healing in 25% of the 

cases. His radiation mechanism consisted of an inductively coupled vibration 

circuit: the condensor of which was a pair of tweezers, the sides of which were 

isolated from one another and covered with insulation. The tumor was gripped 

between the ends of the tweezers and thus radiated. With this arrangement 



even the weak senders available to Schereschewsky a sufficient amount of energy, 

necessary for a destructive effect, could be concentrated on the tumors . 

In larger objeets a stronger sender and a longer radiation time is necessary. 

The latter were first investigated in Germany at the Medi~al University Clinic, 

Jena, by Schliephake in 1926, independent of the American investigatvrs' work 

on living organisms, Esau's constructed tube senders were available to him. 

These made it possible to contemplate the use of ultrashort electrical waves 

for therapeutic purposes on man. 

Baldwin and Nelson made hisfological organ examinations on rats, which were 

killed by long-time radiation, and determined in·total a decrease in tissue 

fluid and in the amount of blood. A coagulation necrosis was observed in all 

organs of the animals, and the authors believe that they may conclude from this, 

that the effect of the shortwave radiation is due only to a heat effect, since 

in death with mere over-heating analogous findings can be achieved. 

Christie and Loomis, as well as Baldwin and Dondal report similar 

investigations (1929). The latter carried out tests with various wave lengths, 

but cound not determine in the effect a dependency ,of specific type on frequency, 

they found only a parallism between inmensity and effect. More recent investigations 

however, especially by German authors, have definitely shown the frequency depen

dency of the radiation effect. 

Baldwin and Dondal, working with the small intestine of rats, with 

increasing intensity of radiation, were able to determine the following 

histological-pathological findings in order: vessel expansion proceeding 

centrally from the intestinal villi; considerable increase in leucocytes, 

hemorrhages from the vessels and finally, coagulation necroses (in my opinion, 

this is not due to a special sensitivity of the intestinal villi toward the 

short waves, but the cause lies in the nearness of bile acids, which according 

to our investigatfons, in the short wave field show an abnormally strong heating). 
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The histological findings of fuhe above authors coincide essentially with 

those of mine on radiated rat sarcoma.We radiated tumors the size of chicken 

eggs with very strong dosages (10 a~peres at a condenser plate size of 7 cm in 
!' • .. • 

diameter at a distance of 6 cm and 16~5 volt heat potential; initially these ... 
s _howed a stop in g{owth, pa_rt_ial quick loss and were considerably injured in 

their toxicity. The histologi~al pictures showed loss in tissue fluid, diffuse 

_necrosis formation, esp~cialiy in cell protoplasm, absence of nuclear mitosis 

figures and neclear destruction; the· vessels of ·.all size orders were greatly 

expanded, filled completely with blood, the endothelium was partially destroyed; 

and thrombosis occurred. The leucocyte count in and around the vessels was 

ectraordinarily high. 

Additional histological investigations by v .. Oettingen and Hook showed 

heavy injury to complete necrosis on mouse testicles. 

v. Oettingen and Schulze-Rhonhof made blood examinations of rabbits radiated 

in a short wave field. The erythrocytes showed abnormal behavior, they were in 

part increased, in part decreased; however, leucocytes after an initial decrease .Effl!!li 

showed a strong increase. The maximum leucocyte increase was 6 hours after 

radiation. The lymphocytes after radiation initially decreased, gradually 

recovered to normal values; 72 hours later the changes were again balanced. Tl:e 

v. Oettingen lests deal with intensive radiation of the total animal. 

Jorns, in spot tests, found that with weak radiation of rabbit blood 

phagocytosis of white blood corpuscles increased, but was less with strong 

radiation. There was no increase when leucocytes alone were radiated, but only 

when the serum was radiated before being added to the leucocytes. 

Of basic importance are the works of Schliephake and Haase, which were able 

to injure bacteria of various kinds to a high degree in the short wave field. 
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This result induced Schliephake to use short wave radiation therapeutically in 

bacterial inflammations, and he was first to introduce the used ultrashort 

waves in laboratory investigations to therapy. It is also to his credit, that 

he explained the series of questions in the technic of radiation in detail and 

gave guide lines for medical working methods with short wave senders. The good 

results of radiations on inflammations led us to clear up the deeper reasons 

for this by experimental tests, and thus to determine the types of disease 

inflammations in which success can be expected. 

Nagelschmidt in 1928, produced artificial fever in patients radiated 

for longer times, up to 1 1/2 hours, in the short wave field and could thus 

shorten grippe diseases~ He did not use a tube sender, but at diathermy 

instru.m.ent converted to short waves. The wave •lengths used were much higher 

than ours. Despite the long radiation time he ·saw no injuries. 

II. General conception. 

The question, what is the effe~t pf ultrashort electrical waves on the 

organism) has been much investigated and discussed; todate there is no complete 

clarification. When we expect a therapeutic result from its use the assumption 

lies near thatwwith the short waves we can expect a~ promotion in the life 

processes of the cell. However, it has been shown, that considerable destructive 

effects can be caused by short waves - death of animals (Schliephake, Schereschewsky 

etc) - injury to sarcoma cells (Pflomm), destruction of bacteria (Schliephake, 

Haase). One thus has proof of the Arndt-Schulze rule, according to which weak 

stimulation is promotive, strong stimulation of the same type is injurious in 

effect on the organism. Eventhough, as in the area of Roentgen rays, proof for this 

law could not be obtained, our short wave investigations did not vouch for it 

either. As Jorns showed, radiation of leucocytes, the type of cell which allows 

the most usable conclusion~, showed no increase in cell function - either with 

weak or strong radiation (we shall return to this at another place). 
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We did total radiations on rats, coming from the same litter; we radiated 

some with weak and some with strong dosages and for control left f some 
. \ 

animals hon-radiated. Following radiation the animals remained in the same 

milieu, had the same.food ~nd the same moving freedom. In order to get 

definite results, young, just weaned animals at the age of 6 weeks (of the same 

color) were radiated. In the strongly radiated·rats the dmsages chosen were ', 
such, that the rats recovered within a short time and showed no visible injuries. 

. ' 
It was found, that the weakly-radiated animals were in no way different from the 

non-radiated ones, in size, in psychi? behavior and in reproduction ability 

(the radiated bucks were placed with non-radiated females, which already had 

reproduced). It was different with the strongly radiated animals; these showed 

during their entire growth a certain aversion to moving about, their psychic. 

behavior was depressed, growths remained far back to that of the non-radiated 

animals, the fur was rough, bristly. Todate,the test begain Sep 1930, they 

have shown no ability to reproduce (diag. 1). 

In general it was found, that in total animal radiation a change in growth 

rate was not achieved with weak dosages, whereas strong radiation may injure 

the animal organism considerably, but at present little can be said about the 

point of attack of the disturbance. 

One would expect, that the rise in temperature would result in an increased 

metabolism in the cell; but even this could not be shown. Examination of the 

rest-N-content in the blood, which we did on radiated patients, despite warm-up 

of the radiated party could not show an increase in metabolic products, but 

rather of decrease of the same. One must conclude, that with weak radiation even 

(with the size of the object we deal with here) a disturbance or an arrest in 

cell function does occur. This does not mean, that a therapeutic use of 

short waves should be declined from the beginning, but it is certain, that in 

all cases where regenerative processes in a stimulation-free area are in effect 
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(wound healing in aseptic areas, epithelization of healthy granulation, etc.), 

a speedup in regeneration cannot be achieved, and these conditions are therefore 

not an object for short wave radiation. 

If all authors in the area of ultrashort electrical waves under biological 

effects emphasize the effects of the heat effect of short waves especially, 

this can be explained since of all forms of symptoms this stands in the 

foreground. Doubtless,· however, other effects are•present, to which Schliephake 

pointed already in his first work, and these are noticable expecially on the 

nervous system, in the people working with the· senders as well as the test 

animals in the field. The immediate motoric unrest of the animals at the 

connection or at the time when a heat effect has not yet been achieved; a 

lightning like contraction of vessel capillaries, which we were able to observe 

at the start of radiation; changes i~ chronaxia values reported from the 

Medical Clinic, Jena, by v. Knorre a~d Johannes, and~ many other observations 

speak for this fact. However, these influences as yet are not sufficiently 

known experimentally, and we were forced to accept the heat effect in a great 

part of our investigations as the measure of degree of effect. 

If -the heating of various substances of human organs is different in the 

short wave field - and Schliephake's and our work have shown this - this results 

in changes in dissociation conditions, changes in osmotic pressure, changes in 

colloidal conditions of albuminous substances, and the question arises, whether 

it is possible, to turn out these changes in such a way, that they result 

in therapeutically important factors; and whether these changes release the 

cell function arrests, or even increase the function of the cells. To clarify 

this question is a part of this work. 

With strong radiation the processes are relatively easy to explain. These 

are used primarily with the intent to destroy and to bring the area t'o be 
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destroyed under such conditions that as strong a heating as possible is produced 

to coagulate the cell parties to be destroyed. To such conditions belong the 

arrest of removal of heat, reached by reduction in bloodflow; the localization 

of heat effect accomplished by choice of suitable condenser plates; and finally, 

the use of suitable frequencies of electrical waves - a condition as yet not 

reached with certainty. In order to proceed here on the right paths, extensive 

investigation is needed concerning the chemistry of tumor tissues, since only 

it comes into question when we have the intent to destroy with radiation. If 

we consider, that for the cells of the malignant tumor a heating to 44° for a 

lengthy time already is destructive and that this temperature is easily reached 

with short waves at favorable places, then we dare hope that favorable results in 

tumor treatment with short waves can,be expected. 

As already mentioned, the problem with weak radiation to be used in the 

area of inflammation is entirely different. Here we mutt determine how the short 

waves effect the aeveloping parts in an inflammatory seat (diag. 2). 

The influence on vessels and/or capillaries as the path of metabolic exchanges 

is here in the foreground; Then some change~ in the flowing blood in its total 

cons~ituents must be examined,and ~he changes produqed in the short wave field 

in the parts making up the inflamed mesenchyma. Finally, one must study the 

bacteria and toxins causing the inflammation. 

We use a 1,5 kilowatt-tube sender as generator in our short wave tests, with 

an anode potential of 4000 volt, and a heat achievement of 260 watt. The wave 

length used was 4 m. In the majority of tests we did not use the full 

achievement which is about 0,5 kilovolt-ampere. Since only direct current was 

available to us9 we had to use a converter with 50 periods. 

as to technic of radiation, I refer to the works of Schliephake, who 

reports an illustration in detail. 
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III. Investigations of vessel systems in the short wave field. 

We used, for our vessel investigations, mainly the well fllustratable, 

and well studied vesseilis in frog skin. Mature winter frogs of Rana esculenta 

served as test animals. 

The test arrangement was as follows: 

A glass-cork layer was pasted on a condenser plate 12 x 12 cm in size 

and the preparation was placed on the cork. A half globe served as second 

condenser plate. The power field then was concentrated on a small area, 

about 2 - 3 cm in diameter. The ratiation intensity was 2 ampere at 15 volt 

glow-cathode-potential. 

The foot of the frog is fixed on the cork with needles under moderate 

tension, so that no tissue tears occur. Observation is made with the spot light 

of a Zeiss arc lamp, cooled by a solution of 20% iron-armnonium-sulfate with the 

binocular Zeiss microscope at a magnification of 50 to 80. The pictures were 

made with the stereo camera (40 x magnification). For observation the web 

between the two middle toes is placed so that an artery and a vein with their 

capillary branches are visible. Due to the induced currents in the needles 

disturbances may be produced in the neighboring parties, and therefore these 

area were not observed. 

At the start of radiation a second-long, scarcely recognizable contration of 

all vessels was seen, which irmnediately released itself. The bloodflow, existing 

in individual capillaries or moving very slowly, gradually became stronger, 

capillaries not visible at the start, or in latent condition, appeared in rich 

measure; the large vessels, arteries as well as veins, expanded, but ~not as 

much as the capillaries and small veins (to prevent drying out of the web, it is 

moistened periddically with room-warm 0.8% NaCl sol.). The quickened bloodflow 

slows in the area of average and smaller.veins; this process continues in the 
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capillaries, which now show expansion to 3 -10 times that of the initial value. 

With continued radiation the bloodflow stops in the small veins, the standstill 

proceeds in both directions to the larger veins in the capillaries, and a 

pulsating retrocurrent results from the venous area to the capillaries, which 

are now maximally ectatic. In the small arteries also a slowdown in bloodflow 

is seen, also now pulsatic and in normal directibn, or flowing centrifugally. 

The blood, in which at the start of the radiation'individual blood corpuscles 

were clearly recognizable, at this stage become~ wallflower colored and darker, 

caused by the compression of.individual blood corpuscles. One ©R no longer can 
{ 

recognize details in them. If radiation continues, coagulation results and with 

acelerated temperature rise, burning. 
. ,, 

If, during the stage of retro-flowing ?urrent in the large veins, radiation is 

discontinued, normal current conditions return within a short time (5-10 min). 

Bloodflow increases, lumen of arteries and veins remain only a little expanded, 

but the capillaries show high grade ectasia, which, with weak radiation persists 

for 2-3 days, with stronger radiation up to 14 days. 

The temperature of the radiated frog foot at the end of the radiation was 

23 - 26° - a rise in heat which ·causes immediate repa~able changes in the frog. 

Control tests, in which 0.8% normal saline of the same temperature (23-26°) 

was dripped on•the frog foot, did not show retro-current in capillaries and 

veins; the vessel ectasia after one half to one hour was comp:etely removed, 

and current conditions dominated, which were no different from those f before 

the heating. 

The effect of short wave radiation therefore must have other components in 

addition to warm-up alone. This is proven by the differences reached in the 

tests with and without radiation. In the explanation of the observations the 

question arises, are we dealing with a local heat effect on the capillary walls 

in the sense of Breslauer or with a reflective.expansion across the autonomic 
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Nervous system, er are, in the process, both components, as well as that by Krogh an 

Rehberg assumed theory for heating, participating? 

The expansion of the capillaries follows each heating also the stasis at very gx 

great heat supply, and, in the same manner to arteries, veins and capillaries; kNrn~ 

however, not so the retrocurrent in the small veins and veins as observed by us. 

If it dealt with a pure effect on the capillary walls, these would be stretched 

with increasing paralysis, and the expansion must be considered such, by the 

arterial.pressure and a venous retrocurrent would not occur, especially not of 

such pulsating type. For an explanation of this phenomenon, it must be assumed, 

that the tonus of the capillary wall above the degree of a passively possible 

expansion, slackens and the capillary system thus forms a reservoir with suction 

effect, which cannot be filled anymore by the amount of blood, which is led through 

the expanded arteries. The remainder amount is fed from the veins. We must 

assume, therefore a reflective reduction in the sympathicus tonus. The 

pulsating retrocurrent, observed in'passing at the reversal point of the current 

direction presumably is due to a rhythmic tonus mainte~ance of peripheral vessels 

and capillaries by the sympathicus which forms~ contribution to the physiology 

of capillaries (diag. 3 - ·6). 

AS has been reported•and can'be seen in the diagrams, the expansion of 

capillaries in radiated animals, and the hyperemia remain for some time, and do 

not disappear as ~n animals, in which purely thermically hyperemia was produced. 

Krogh and Rehberg found'the same effect in the rabbit ear, when they denerved 

the ear. In order to prove, that in our case we dealt with a loss of the 

sympathical tonus, the following test was carried out: 

Th.e frog foot was stretched out as before and the sympathicus stimulated with 

adrenalin. This was done by dripping a 1:1000 adrenalin solution with a delicate 

cotton ball under control with the binocular microscope. The touch must ee made 

without mechanical stimulation, since according to the investigations of Magnus, 
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even small mechanical stimulation may cause capillary changes. One can now 

clearly observe the contraction of the larger vessels, while the capillaries 

do not or only very little narrow; in the web of the frog the capillaries 

behave refractively toward adrenalin. The effect of the test can be emphasized 

according to Jakoby, when the frogskin has previously been treated with alkaline 

solutions making it more penetrable for adrenalin. When a frog, treated thus with 

adrenalin, is brought with its foot into a short-wave field, the contracted 

vessels expand within seconds, and with continued radiation behave as described 

in the first test. 

The frogs, thus treated with adrenalin, and then dipped into warm water 

for a control, also showed expansion of vessels, but not near as great as in 

the radiated animals. The tests must be carried out quickly since the adrenalin 

effect is very fleeting (5-10 min.). 

If, after 1 1/2 hour waiting time the adrenalin test is repeated the effect 

is scarcely different from that in the frogs warmed up in the water. The vessels 

contract to the same degree as before. However, in the radiated animals the 

adrenalin has no effect on the vessels: they remain expanded, the blocrlflow, 

slo~ed at the first touch of adrenalin, remains strong and undiminished. The 

sympathic tonus is reduced and remains so despite stimulating materials to the 

sympathicus (diag. 7 - 11). 

In order to prove directly the reduced sympatbicus tonus by the short waves 

on the capillaries of the frog the following tests were made. 

In a large example, narcoticized with 3 ccm 10% urethane solution, both 

feet were carefully stretched and the abdominal cavity carefully opened without 

injury to the blood vessels. The intestines were carefully, without injury if 

possible, placed at the r1ghtside and fastened there with needles. The peritoneum 

of the abdominal backwall was opened with scissors at the median line, and· the 
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edges shoved aside. Now the sympathic border strand is seen as a grayish-silver 

string of pearl like band. The large abdominal vessels, Vena cava and aorta 

are pushed to the side with a needle and fixed. This prevents further bloodflow 

througg the vessels but leaves the perivascular nerve plexus intact in its 

continuity. After this preparation both stretched out frog feet are observed 

in the binocular microscope, and one observes the standstill of bloodflow and 

a gradual expansion of all vessel parts, traced to a natu~ally resulting dam-up. 

The· left frog foot now is radiated in the short wave field. At the connection 

one sees a momentary, small bloodflow in normal direction, lasting from 1-2 
,., 

seconds. Then, as in the test on page 258, a slow, pulsating backflow from the 
\ . 

venous area to the capillaries occurs, the latter expand strongly(radiation time 
2 

one minute at/amperes and 15 vold heat potential). ~en comparing the two feet after 

the radiation, the strong capillary ectasy o~ the left is obvious, since the 

picture at the right remains unchang~d from the f±tst observation. 

Now 2 fine, brush electrodes were placed on the last ganglia of the 

sympathetic border strand. These must not touch the neighboring plexus. Then 

the sympathicus is stimulated with weak faradic currents; this is done under 

continuous observation of the peripheral capillaries. According to Krogh the 

capillaries of the frog foot show prompt contraction with Faradization of 

ganglia cells. In our test order the dix~«tiwx~i@@~~xm contraction of the 

capillaries must result in a normal direction bloodflow, the blood must be pressed 

into ·the venous sections. These expectations were met on the non-radiated right 

side. The capillaries contracted vdsitly and in part were even«~ completeilly 

emptied; pathologic capillary pictures were not seen. 

On the radiated right side the capillary expansions at Faradization of the 

sympathicus remained almost unchanged. There is a centrally directed bloodflow 
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toward the venous side, but it is very slow, pulsating and stops after a few 
seconds. Even long time stimulation of the sympathicus cannot change this 

picture. On individual capillaries one sees pathological forms with ammrhysm

like blow-outs, pictures as described by 0. Mueller and Parrisius with 

vasoneuroses. Its origin may be explained thus: individual wall elements or 

smaller capillary areas contract. 

This test shows a sympathicus injury of the capillary walls by short 

wave radiation. The principle of zero point determination was used in this test 

since in a free bloodflow the conditions are not observable as simply. 

Thmt it is not the result of a wall damage of the capillaries by the 

relatively weak radiation, in the sense of a coagulation is shown by the fact, 

that at removal.of the needles holding the large vessels, good passage 

conditions again result, and that the capillaries can be pressed empty under 

microscopic control by a Hoy- and Brown-like pressure chamber. 

The observations, that the radiated frog feet became richer in pigment, 

also speaks in the same sense for a sympathicus paralysis, since according to the 

investigations of Elze, by cutting the sympathicus an increase in pigment results 

in the frog. 

The behavior of the central veins is of importance since in accordance with 

the investigations of Bayliss and Starling, Cohnheim and others, venous pressure 

is of decisive impilirtance for capiilary pressure. We, therefore, laid the 

arteria and vena iliaaa free in the with urethane narcoticized frog. Under 

observation with the binocular microscope' one clearly· sees a continuous 

bloodflow in the veins, -whereas this observation is not permissible in the 

arteries because of the thickness of the wailils. 

At the connection of the current (both lower-extremities are radiated) 

an initial second· long contraction of the veins was observed, however, this 

soon gave place to a stronger expansion. The bloodflow became stronger. 
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1 minute of radiation resulted in pulsation of the continuous venous flow, 

which slowly reversed from centripetal to centrifugal direction, finally made 

place for a small bliliodflow, whic~ stopped after some time. The vein did not col

laborate, but was very greatly expanded. Observation of other parts of the 

frog showed, that almost the total amount of blood could be found in the strongly 

dilated capillaries. The entire test lasted 2 1/2 minutes, the frog did not 

fee~ particularly warm. 

The test shows that the central venous pressure must fall with increasing 

radiation. -~ 

Later we shall discuss the importance of the sympathicus paralysis by 

therapeutic short waves in the ar,ea_· of .infla.inmation, also the cause of the 

influence on the sympathicu~, which is to be sought in physico-chemical changes 

' in the radiated tissue. Another question is the one of changes that may be 

expected in the parasympathetic system i~ the short wave field. A series of 

symptoms, observed diirii-ig radiatiori,led us to suspect a tonus effecting result 
. " 

on the vagus by short waves. To-clarify these conditions, tests were carried out 
'~ . 

on the heart of the frog. If there' is an incre~sing effect on vagus tonus there 

must be a negative.chronotropism and a negative inotropism during radiation 

(E. Weber). At present the occurrence of this symptom was unlikely, since due 

to the heating of the te~t animal one could ~xpect an increase.in heart action. 

We therefore worked with weaker radiation dosages than usual (1 ampere, 16 volt, 

2 half globes were used as electrodes, which essentially allow a small, effective 

band between them.). The section of body across the heart was radiated. It 

always resulted in a he~ting up to 28° in the frog. 

According to a paper by Verworn the heart of a, with urethane narcoticized 

Rana esculenta wa·s exposed. The heart was not, as is usual, fixed with a Serefine, 

since current would be induced in it in the short wave field, which might cause 

distv.~bance , but xil was fastened with horsehair to a piece of muscle at the 
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heart apex, and the horsehair was led across an Engelmann writing lever; the frog, 

fixed on a glass cork plate, was placed between the electrodes as described 

above, and the heart activity registered on a Kymograph. Then short wave 

radiation was connected in a continuous test. In order not to let the heart 

dry out, the lungs were placed across it, this does not cause a mechanical 

distlltrbance (diag. 12-16). 

The rise in temperature, measured with radiation of long duration in the 

upper half of the frog, was 28° (diag. 17). The acceleration in heart action 

by heat is definitely observed. When we compare the results in warmed and in, 

radiated to the same degree, frogs, 'the influ,enc·e on the heart in the shortwave 

field through nervous impulses is especially obvious. 

The question, whether the vagus·stimulation or the shown sympathicus 

paralysis dominates on the heart, or whether the above described results, 

demonstrated in curves, are the result of sympathicus,paralysis only, shall be 

clarified by the ·following, test. 
, 

0.5 mg atropine with the 10% urethane solution is injected into the lymph 

sack of the frog. This ·keeps the vagus stimulation away from the heart. 

As Diag. 19 shows, even with radiation·of long duration a slow down in heart action 

does not occur; the heart strengths decreases (by sympathicus paralysis) more 

and more, but the frequency increases, yes one even finds curve pictures of 

tetanic nature. From the difference of this test, where the vagus stimulation 

is disconnected, and the tests with maintained vagus connection the conclusion 

may be drawn: physico-chemical changes are produced in the organism by short 

wave radiation, which result in rise of vagus tonus (diag. 18). 

We are sure, that the results obtained from the relatively simple nervous 

supplied frog heart, cannot as m1: such be transferred to warm-blood organisms; 
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however, if for the latter,observations have been made which agree, according to 

present day knowledge of the automonic nervous system, with those made on the 

frog, we can, in general, but with some reserve, make the same conclusions. 

The following reported observations were essentially partially made before 

the influence on the vegetative nervous system of the frog by short waves. 

In sections of rats, radiated with average dosages and killed by narcosis, the 

small intestine showed.a pronounced increase in peristalsis, not otherwise 

observed. All types of movement of the small intestine, the ring-formed peristaltic 

contraction and the pendulum movement were increased and strengthened in size as 

well as in frequency. Now it is known, that vagus stimulation causes definite 

excitation effects especially in the small intestine. 

With longer work at the sender we noticed a~ rise in diuresis even in 

ourselves, and led by this observation, we carried out a control in urine 

secretion in 5 patients, whose kidney regions were co-radiated by sitting in 

the vicimity,· and determined, that with the same fluid intake a considerable 

increase in urine secretion resulted after radiation. According to the investi

ati~s of Ellinger and Hirt and others a vagus stimulation produces a rise in 

secretion in the kidneys, whereas stimulation of the splanchnici minores arrests 

it. On the other hand, it is assumed (Nakazawa) that nitrogen secretion-arresting 

fibers are present in the vagus, and one can expect a reduction of nitrogen 

content in the urine with an increase in vagus tonus. An example of a kidney-
• 

radiated, but kidney healthy man follow~: radiation (12 ampere, 16 volt heat 

potential, 2 condenser plates 12:15 cm, duration of radiation 8 minutes). 

Fluid intake before and after radiation was 1~00 cc per day. 

amount of urine 
Total salt content 
Nitrogen content 
Reaction 
Albumen 

in 100 ccm urine. 

16 

Before radiation 
940ccm 
3.20 gm 
1.54 gm% 
amphoteric 
negative 

after radiation 
1250ccm 

2.90 gm 
1.32 gm% 
acid 
trace 



The expected displacement in amount a~d nitrogen content thus occurs 

after radiation. It is important, that in all examined cases the urine 

reaction was acid, even when it was alkaline before the radiation. It is possible, 

that this symptom may find usage as a therapeutic measure in inflammation of 

urinary paths or in post operative stone prophylaxis. Investigations in this 

direction have been undertaken. 

An additional observation shall be mentioned briefly; by radiation of the 

chest of dogs, difficulty in re.spiration was defince.t~et.y determined; in not 
t \ 

completely narcotfcized frogs·the:lungs,inflated. ~ know, that radiation of the 

breast in man, carried out from the other ;·side, have ·caused in part considerable 

respiratory difficulties. One. '.~ill p~rhaps not be amiss in assuming, that this 

~als with an artificially produced athma and one will have to be careful in 

exposing la~ger parts of the lungs to short.wave radiation. 

The future will have to decide how far the influence of the autonomic 

nervous system by short wave radiation can be evaluated in therapeutic consideration 

For the surgeon it will mean a welcome prospect in the disease area of angio

spastic conditions, where to date there has been complete failure with the 

materials used. 

As a supplement to this chapter, the histological niticeable changes of 
t 

vessels and the blood contained therein shall be mentioned. In frogs the 

white blood corpuscles were stained blue vitally with methylene blue, and during 

observation of the web vessels in the shortwave field an increasing propagation 

of these was noticed. As soon as the capillaries dilate leucocytes deposit 

themselves in great numbers in the vessel walls, even before a slowdown in 

bloodflow was determined, and the number of the held leucocytes increased 

extraordinarily after the slowdown of the blood flow. According to Schlarewsky 

the clinging to the vessel walls at slowdown of the flow can be explained purely 
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physically, since at slow fluid transport in the tubes the specifically lighter 

substances place themselves periphically. On the other hand,. Haebler and Weber 

have shown, tha~ the leucocyte chemotaxis can be explained definitely by 

change in their surface tension. When such is found in· our tests, it must be 

explained by changes in the blood serum. The indication, that serum changes 
.' ·~ !' 

occur in the short wave field, was found by Schliephake and Recknagel, we shall 

return to it. They ate of the type that surface·tension appearances between 

leucocytes and serum ar~ changed. The surface tension of leucocytes are . ~ ~ 

thereby decreased; if.this is the c&.~e,-the phagocy~~sis must experience a rise. 

Jorns actually was able to determine,· that with weak radiation of blood 
• , .., L , 

phagocytosis does rise as has been mentioned 'already, and that the rise occurred 

only, when the serum was ra~~ated1 : 
• i 

The leucocytes thrs:>ugh,' changes 'iti surface tension become in the sense of 

degradation, "stickier" and therefore cling to the vessel walls increasingly -

the short wave radiation conditions a'leucocyte ~mmigration to the radiated area. 

The iiliiliustration .of leucocyte immigration to the radiated area in vivo in 

picture form was not successful with the photographic apparati available to me. 

Therefore histological pictures of vessels·in radiated rats will be given. 

The vessel pictures of other animals (frogs, rabbits) agree completely~ in 

their findings. 

The pictures on page 269 are of rats radiated 4 times with strong dosages. 

There were no skin damages (diag. 19, 20). 

In diagrams 19 and 20 vessel sections of various sizes can be seen. In 

the capillaries as well as in smaller and larger veins the lumen is tight with 

red blood corpuscles and numerous polymorphic leucocytes. The leucocytes for 

the most part are at the walls, single cell elements are well defined from each 

other, so that the picture can still be differentiated relatively well from a 
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beginning thrombosis. The vessel walls do not appear injured. Also, the 

red corpuscles are normal in configuration, signs of cell destruction were not 

observed. The above sections were from the subcutis. 

IV. Blood investigations in the short wave field. 

The changes in the blood known todate, in connection with the results of 

our blood investigations, will be reported briefly; since the material 

exchange between blood and tissue, in direction as well as in intensity is 

determined largely by them. 

The number of red blood corpusiles according to the investigations of 

v. Oettingen and Schulze-Rhonhof, in the blood of radiated animals are subjected 

to variations, which are largely non-characteristic. In our observations of 

vessels in the living frog we were able to determine that in the area of the f 
radiated tissue at the stage of slowdown in current, the red blood corpuscles 

were extraordinarily compressed in the capillaries and arteries, whereas, 

in the evacuated venous area considerably less erythrocytes were present in the 

percentage very rich serum. A few minutes after radiation conditions changed in 

the course of liv,ely bloodflow; a difference between venous and capillary and/or 

arterial area was no longer noticable. This expiains perhaps the f differences at t~ 
the countout of red blood corpuscles. 

In connection with radiation the erythrocytes show shrinkage, lasting for 

several hours, and then gradually recovery. There is a stage of shrinkage, which 

must come about by differences of osmotic type between serum and blood corpuscle 

substance - one sign of it is the darker color of the red corpuscles, which we 

were not always able to observe. Microchemical investigations concerning the 

hemoglobin in the short wave field do not yet exist. 

The behavior of white corpuscles has been mentioned briefly; following a 

short decrease in leucocyte number, this begins to rise, and t equalizes in the 
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course of the day. The fall in leucocytes is due to destruction of leucocytes 

and the fact that a large number of them are kept back in the peripheral vessels 

of the radiated areas, as histological studie? show. 

It is important for our investigations, that after the radiation a strong 

increase in white blood corpuscles from 8500 to 11500 (according to v. Oettingen) 

is observed. 

In rats, after total radiation (8 ampere, 16 volt, condenser plates 12:15 

at 8 cm distance, 2 minutes) we c6unted the thrombocytes and found only a small 

increase, strongest 1 hour after radiation and equalized again after 3 hours. 

Example_ 

Before radiation .90 thrombocytes to 1000 erythrocytes 
1 hour after·radiation 105 ft ...-11 

1000 II 

fil hours after radiation 1(!)0 ft ft 1000 ft 

3 hours after radiation 93 
II II 1000 II 

Of greater interest is the behavior of the blood sugar, which also experiences 

a change in •the field in· animals as ·,1ell as human experiments. The blood sugar 

r~sults, due to the manyfold exterior, in part psychic factors, which cause 

changes in the blood sugar level, must be evaluated with some care. Since in 

test animals, the manipulation and the psychic shock may cause a blood sugar rise 

to double the original value, we took the animals (rats) several days before 

from their cages and exercised them with all measures pertaining to the radiation; 

actually a noticable.blood sugar rise could no longer be determine then. Another 

guarantee .for the correctness of the results was the regularity of the values 

found after radiation. 

The rats were brought into the condenser field in glass jars in which they could 

not move about much, and radiated with stron dosages for them. Blood was taken 

immediately after radiation and then at intervals of 1 hour. Determination of 

blood sugar value was carried out with the method of Bang. 

Diagram 21 shows the behavior of the values found. It deals with average 

values of the investigations. 
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Increases in blood sugar values were found with the same regularity in 

radiate_d patients. The investigations were carried out in arm-vein- and 

leg-vein blood before and after radiation. The ~adiated area lay peripherally 

from the vena puncture place. The rise at an average was 0.2 to 0.4'%. The rise 

of the sugar level in the b,lood cannot be due to inner secretory glands 

responsible for in:nuencing the sugar housekeepJjmg; since the radiations were 

done at peripheral body sections. It is known, that with a displacement of 

:cerum reaction to the acidosis side a blood sugar rise results,a.nd the question 

is: is this present after radiation? 

We therefore measured in the same patients, the hydrogen ion concentration 

in the serum, and used the indicator method of Mi.chaelis. We are convinced that 

with this method - for serum. meta-nitrophenol is used - no exact values are 

obtainable, but despite this we believe HR we can draw on the constancy of the 

results. A more exact method was unforrtiunately not available. 

we were able to determip.e a ris~ in hydrogen-ion concentration in all 
-, 

cases. The blood was taken as in the determination for',blood sugar; thus we 

use venous blood coming from the radiated area. If we dealt with legs they ·.-.. .. ' 

were elevated to ensure good circulation, since.it is known that even in the 

healthy, bloodflow ~onditions i)i the legs are worse compared to other body sections. 
' 

We did not consider the. carbonic ~<;:id tension bht; by making the determinations 

under the same conditions as much, as possible we hope to avoid errors originating 

from it. A few examples: 

Determinations of pH in serum 

Radiation of underarm for. 
furunculosis (24 yr. man) 

Radiation of knee for arthritis 
def. (46 yr. woman) 

Radiation of knee for arthritis 
def. (74 yr. man) 

before radiation 

21 

8.00 

7.70 

after radiation 

7,7 

7.8 

7.5 



The displacement of the hydrogen ion concentration could come about by 

an enrichment of acid metabolic products in the serum, we therefore, carried 

out determination of pH on radiated'serum without the body and found the same, 

values and differences. Since serum may be heated in a reagent glass to the 

boiling point in the short wave field, these radiations were done under 

temperature control,. and stopped when reaching body warmth. These results may be ~x 

proof that the cause for the rise in hydrogen ion concentration is in the changes 

of the serum itself. The serum becomes aci.d, and/or is pushed to the acidosis 

side. 

It should be mentioned, that in the liqueor cerebrospinalis we found the 

same displacement of pH values, but not at joint punctures. 

It is known that the serum through its buffer holds stubbornly to its basic 

character, and we must credit the short waves with. a considerable effectiveness, 

since relatively high changes in hydrogen ion concentrations are reached. The 

point of attack must lie in the albumen substances in the serum, since influence 

on electrol~tes with the reversible reaction characteristic •f buffer mixtures, 

cannot result in a change in the acid base equilibrium in the reagent glass. 

Thus the only explanation remaining is that the albuminous substances in the serum 

experience a change in the sense of a dispersity displacement from the gross

dispersed to the finely-dispersed co~dition. It cannot deal with fibrinogen, since 

the measurements were made on defibrinatad serum; the albumin-globulin relation 

must therefore be shoved to the side of the first, and the amino acids released 

by the distribution of the gross-colloid albuminous substances condition the 

rise in hydrogen ion concentration. Thus there exist similar conditions as 

found at the beginning of aseptic wound healing (Toennis); by displacement to 

the finely dispersed side the serum colloid experience a rise in osmotic- and 

shrinkage pressure. This exchange of energy forms (conversion of electrical 
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energy to "oncotical") represents an important member in the series of 

inflammation-fighting changes by short waves. Doubtless, a displacement of 

serum reaction means a disturbance of the acid base RIDi equilibrium and the 

colloid equilibrium and through it a lability of the serum, which documents 

itself also in changes of blood corpusc_le decrease velocity. v. Oettingen has 

shown such disturbances. The displacement of the hydrogen ion concentration 

and the conditioned changes in the serum are the cause of manifold changes and 

processes; the rise in phagocytosis of white corpuscle has already been mentioned, 

and other relations will be pointed out later. 

Other investigations considered the nitrogen content of the blood. Since 

each warm-up in an organism is followed by an increase in albumen reduction,. 

it is to be expected, that the blood coming from the radiated area contain more 

albumine reduced products than under normal circumstances, and because of this 

rise, the albumin reduction products according to Hurrington, Bayliss and others, 

may explain the vagotonia and the peripheral capillary paralysis. However, we 

found no rise in the residual nitrogen by radiation, but often a decrease of it and/ 

or equally remaining values· despite t~e increased· bloodflow in the radiated area. 

Todate we have not carried out series of tests, but some value must be given 
. 

to these orientating te'sts. The determination of the residual nitrogen 

were carried out acc~rding to the method of Bang. Blood was taken from arm 

or leg veins before and after r'adia tmon. . · 

Blood clotting also experiences a cha?ge in the short wave field. 

v. Oettingen poi~ted out this fact already. He determined that the clotting 

time shortly after radiation, experiences a very short curtailment; on the 

other hand, we have noticed, that in animals, hav~ng a wound at any one place, 

these began to bleed at the start of radiation, and that at the stop of radiation, 

this bleeding was difficult to control. To explain these contradictions a series 

of determinations of bloo~ clotting were carried out on rats. The rats, under 

urethane narcosis were brought into the short f' ld dbl 
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from the tail before, during and after radiation and the clotting time 

determined according to the method of Vierordt. 

It is important, to take the blood from the spurting artery, since the 

tail as a projectad body part is especially drawn into sympathy by its point 

effect, and the blood in the capillaries can experience such changes through 

stasis, that it appears unsuitable for clotting time determinations. The 

clotting time of rat blliiliod is very different in single individuals. We 

were able to determine, that the clotting time in some animals was prolonged 

to double the normal measure. However, in our lests, principally, an always like 

process in the blood clotting curve was found in the short wave field. 

Diag. 22 shows the result of such a determination. Shortly after the start 

of radiation the clotting ti~e is delayed, and this explains, why fresh wounds 
, 

after radiation of short duration, bleed abnormally long. But very quickly 

there is a quickening of clotting which goes so far, that immediately the 

blood is drawn, clotting occurs, a fact, to which v. Oettingen pointed already. 

That one must not allow oneself by this observation to tope to stop hemophilic 

oozing bleeding, of which we thought at first, can be seen from the behavior 

of blood clotting shortly after the radiation. One sees, for instance, that the 

clotting time more and more experiences an obvious prolongation, which lasts 

for some time. I~ frog experiments, carried out for other purposes, traces of 

blood were always in the jars in which the radiated frogs were kept, whereas no 

bleeding was seen in the non-radiated frogs at the artificially made wounds. 

An explanation for the behavior of clotting at such complicated processes 

of blood clotting) the still in part very controversial, is very difficult. 

The breakdown of leucocytes which frees thrombokinase, is not a satisfactory 

explanation, since after the radiation the cell fragment content is still very 

great. Possibly calciurn ion plays a role here, which, as we shall show later, 

experiences activation by short wave radiation. 
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It should be mentioned, that in.the blood flowing from radiated areas, 

the calcium level shows a drop, more about this later. 

v. Investigations concerning the chemistry of inflammation. 

It is known that in every inflammation, the chemical reaction of the tissue 

is greatly changed, and according to v. Gaza, Schade, Hamburger, and all, it 

is generally concluded, that the reaction in the inflamed tissue toward the 

blood and remaining tissue is acidosic. We have therefore, a hydrogen hyper ionia 

and a rise in carbonic acid tension; in addition, or in combination with it, 

is the by Zondek, Krauss et all, detennined sodium potassium- and calcium isoionia 

disturbance - a disturbance documented especially by a strong increase in 

potassium content in the inflamed tissue (Haebler et al). 

We have raised the question, whether we are in a position, on the basis of 

the changes in chemistry in the inflamed tissue, toi exert favorable influences 

by ultrashort electrical waves on it in the sense that the inflamed chemical 

changes can be reversed to the normal, or that by strengthening the existing 

symptoms, which must be considered as defense reaction against the invading 

factors causing the inflammation (bacteria, toxins, etc) (Gsell, Hermannsdorfer), 

the healing process can be limited in time. 
. 

To answer this question we are forced to study the influences of ultrashort 

waves on pure chemical· substances; Schliephake in his work 11 DepltfuhEffects in the 

Organism by Short Electrical Waves", could show, that with the same wave length 
• ..., f 

and the same molecular concentration, 1 at th~ same radiation intensity, various 

materials heat differently. Others investigations in this direction were made .,_ 

by Paetzold. He determined, that with decreasing concentration of the radiated .. 
electrolyte solution the maximum ;f·heating lies with larger becoming wave lengths, 

and that with the same c·onductivity of the electrolyte for the electrical current 

the maximum heating of various substances coincides at the same wave length, and 

he concludes, that the achieved heat effect results from dielectrical losses, 

or Joule's current heat. 25 



The medical use of short wave.s, however, with the non-homogeneity of the 

radiated tissue, does not allow the latter to be considered as a dielectrical 

unit. For example, if we consider a tissue· section consisting of blood, fat, 

muscle, bone, etc. as a dielectrical unit, we shall arrive at the maximum 

wave length for determination of conductivity, and so to a maximum of effective 

total heat; this would satisfy as a mathematical-physical evaluation, however, 

one would not have taken into account the infinitely differentiable types 

of effect in the eg_ually differentiable tis·sue. In order to observe the 

biological effects in the organism ::'rom this side, it is absolutely necessary 

to consider the individual tissue sections, yes, even the constituent single 

chemical materials. For example, if we allow the short waves of the same 

length and intensity to effect tissue sections of the same size but different 

g_uality for the same length of time, under the same test conditions, we obtain 

different degrees of heat. 

Starting temperature End temperature 

Fat ............................... . 
Care inoma tissue .................. . 
Muscle ............................ . 
Skin with fat .•.••••••••••••••••••• 
Skin without fat (Xylol) .••••.••••. 

If one leaves the individual tissue parts in their context one also obtains,. 

as Schliephake has shown, a far reaching differentiation in heat. If one allows 

the short waves to effect pure chemical substances in a concentration, as is 

present in the body, there are again great differences in heat effect. For 

example, we radiated Na, Kand Ca as chlorine salts in the condition present in 

the body, simulated in Ringer solution, and found the following: 

Ringer solution .•.••.•• 
0.8 % NaCl .•..•..•••••• 
0 .2 % KCl ..........•... 
0.02 % CaC1

2
5;;;, .••.•• 

Starting temp. 

C 
24.5 
24.1° 
23.6~ 
22.9 

26 

End temp. 

0 
37.10 
40.2 
31.4° 
34.0° 

Difference in 
20 amperes, 3 min 

rn.6 
. 16.1 
._, 7 .8 

11.1 



It seems justified, in the investigations concerning short wave effect on 

atom or molecule of substances present in the body, to start out and assume 

that their correlation will be changed by their different heating. 

If, in the above test,·the arithmetical average of heat rise in individual 

substances is equal to the heating of the Ringer solution, which contains all 

substances in the same molecula~ concentration, we can consider, for electrolyte 

mixtures also, the justification for the assumption of the molecular point of 

attack by the short waves. Prerequisite is, that the substances do not disturb 

each other in dissociation size, which, at the extraordinarily great solubility 

and the indifference of reaction readiness of the substances dissolved in the 

test is to be expected only to a very low degree. That we need not obtain the 

sum of the heatings, is simple to explain, in the Ringer solution the same 

radiation quantity r~aches the sum of all molecules, which also was brought 

to effectiveness with. the radiation of individual electrolyte solutions. 

Actually the arithmetical average of heating of 0.8% NaCl-, 0.2% KCl-

and 0.02% CaC12- solution is 11.9°, whereas the Ringer solution shows a 12.6° 

heat rise. The difference lies completely in the limits of error. 

It is important to carry out all these observations at one definite wave 

length, since in medical practice we depend on one adjusted wave length. With 

the great change of effect on electrolytes with changes in wave lengths, the 

results at first would be completely uncontrollable. We therefore limited 

ourselves consciously to ~=wave length in our tests. 

Since for the organisms the acid base relation, especially in inflammation, 

is of decisive importance, we raised the question,whether, with the wave length 

available general differences in heat effect are present between acids and 

alkalies, and we therefore radiated various acids and basals under the following 

test conditions, similar to what Schliephake undertook, in the short wave field. 
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10 ccm of a n/10- substance•in a pure solution in a reagent glass was 

placed between 2 condenser plates 12:12 cm in size and radiated in a resonated 

vibration circuit for 5 minutes with 20 amperes. Starting- and end temperatures 

were measured after a quick shake, to determine the heating in the field. It is 

important, to keep the radiation conditions exactly the same and to as much as 

possible equalize the net oscillations tlirough resistance regulation. The 

average value was taken from 3 measurements. For orientation a protocal is 

given again, so that for later tests we can be satisfied with the graphic 

illustration of the results. 

Starting temp. End temp. Difference 

g/io-sodium hydrate 
0 0 

4.9° 26.1 31.0 
/10-potash lye 25.6° 31.3° 4.7° 

0.15% lime water 25.2° 35.4° 10.2° 
n/10- hydrochloric acid 25.9° 29.5° 3 6° 
n/10- sulphuric acid 24.6~ 30.1° 

• 0 
5.5 

n/10- nitric acid 24.6 29.7° 5.1° 
n/10- phosphoric acid 24.7° 37.1° 12.4° 
1% methyl alcohol 24.6° 25.9° 1.30 
l'fi, ethyl alcohol 24 3° 25.8° 1 5° . 0 0 • 0 
1% glycerin 23.5 25.1 1.6 
l'fi, phenol 24.3° 25.8° 1.50 
n/10- formic acid 24.5° 37-9° 13.4° 
n/10- acetic acid 24.7° 29.2° 4.5° 
n/10-oxalic acid 24.7° 34.1° 9.4° 
n/10- citronic acid 24.9° 38.4~ 13 5° 
n/10- lactic acid 24.1° 

• 0 
38.7 14.6 . 

n/10- acidity of wine 2~-5° 39-7° 15.2° 

Eventhough in the choice of radiated solutions no consideration was given 

to the factor, or even its percentual presence in the body, it can be said in 

general, that acids heat up more than basals. The difference is especially 

' obvious in organic·combinations. A discussion on whether the dissociation degree, 

w hich could be partially a~~umecf f:0om ,t!iE: illustrat1on, or the molecule size, etc. 

is decisive for the heating, is unnecessary thanks to the above referenced 

Paetzold investigations (diag. 23). 
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The purpose of our next test was to determine the heat effect on buffer 

mixtures. Orientating tests in general determined that the buffer mixtures 

heated stronger than the alkaline. In a search for a conformity of this 

appearance we chose the following set-up: We prepared mixtures of an acid 

with an equal factor base, which gradually shifted from pure acid to pure base. 

The radiation conditions were the same as in the above test. 

Digg. 24 shows the result of such a test. For explanation let it be said 

that the column presents: 

A = 10 ccm 1;3o H
3
Po

4
, 

B = 9 ccm n/30 H
3
Po

4 
pl~s 1 ccm n/10 NaOH etc. 

n 9 ccm m/10 NaOH, K = 1 ccm /30 H
3
Po4 plus 

L = 10 ccm n/10 NaOH 

The curve shows the connecting line for the resulting temperature rises 

for each mixture. 

Diag. 25 .shows the result with buffer mixtures prepared of n/20 oxalic 

acid and ra/10 NaOH. The temperature differences here, for better review, 

are entered at half size. 

In all other tests with various buffer mixtures of organic and anorganic type 

similar curves resulted. This determines, that the temperature rise is greater 

in acid buffer mixtures, the pH" of which is smaller than 7, than in the 

alkaline buffer mixtures, the pH- of which is smaller than 7, Since it is known, 

as mentioned above, that in _inflamed ~is_sue the hydrogen ion concentration rises 

very considerably and in extreme cas_es -~Y reach the high acidity value of 

pH= 5.4, the short wave radiation in.these areas must produce more effective 

heat than in the alkaline tissues in the vicinity. 
' : ~ 

Schliephake took a·measurement of temperature rise in a turpentine abscess 

and found a number almost 3 times that of the healthy tissue. Doubtless a part 
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of the heating can be traced to the fact that the move of heat is conditioned 

by the precipitation of blood flow, however, then the temperature rise would 

be less in the good blood-flowing perifocaJ, or even strong blood-flowing 
. 

tissue; here also a greater heating is found in contrast to the surrounding 

healthy tissue (furuncles measured with skin thermometer). The above tests allow 

the conclusion that the changed chemistry itself in an inflammation furnishes 

a necessary basis for an effective-therapeutic use of ultra short waves. 

It is possible, that there are wave lengths which are sigfidtficantly more 

effective in inflamed processes than those used by us, and the above tests shouilid 

be an aid ih finding these. The wave, which causes the greatest fall in heat 

in the hydrogen ion concentration present in the organism in the pathological 

and physiological area from the acidic to the alkaline side, is considered with 

some reservation as especially effective. 

VI. Investigations of physico-chemical changes in the short wave field in 

inflammation. 

The fact, that under short wave radiation, the inflamed exudate and/or 

edema shows a quick retreat, often leads to the observation that inflamed joint 

exudates or far reaching furuncle edema completely disappear after a radiation, 

and raises many questions, which we shall try to answer by some tests. 

The possible causes may lie in changes in physico-chemieal as well as 

mechanical factors oft~ blood, the capillary walls or the tissue; set above 

these even are the. changes in innervation (Veil). 

Under mechanical causes blood pressure and/or capillary pressure stand in 

the foreground and the opposite effective tissue tension. The biliood pressure 

in the capillaries at a rise, allows the edema fluid, in this case considered 

as a pure filtrate, to exit from the capillaries into the tissue (Ludwig). It 
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is necessary, that the tissue pressure then does not surpass the norm and the 

colloid-osmotic pressure in the blood remain unchanged. These factors will 

not yet be considered in our coritempla_tions. On the other hand, a reduction 

in capillary pressure with the.same remaining vessel lumen allows tissue fluid 

to enter the blood for mechanical reasons. We have seen on capillary tests in the r 

radl.iated fie_ld, that,'a s_trong dilat~tion of these results. The surface of the 

capillary wall serving as a semipermeable membrane, becomes greatly enlarged 

thereby, the possibility of material exchanges also increases that much more, 
' ' ' 

since under radiation a large series of capillaries were drawn from their stage 

of rest into the circulation. The dilatation of arteries cannot keep pace with 

this cross-sectional increase of the capillaries, and it is a simple conclusion, 

that the capillary pressure must decrease. And if, in accordance with Bayliss 

and Starling one makes hydrostatic vein pressure responsible for the capillary 

pressure, our vessel investigm.tions have shown, that this can be reduced up 

to a reversal mf the vein flow. The tissue pressure remains the same, and it is 

a necessary result, that a fluid exchange must take place from the tissue to the 

capillaries. In our frog experiments we radiated with bery strong dosages for 

such small animals and we dare not compare the end results (stasis) with 

radiation on man. Here, with the use of ultrashort waves, we hit essentially a 

capillary net which far surpasses the arteries in number, and correspondingly 

differences occur also between artery- and capillary dilatatmsns. We therefore 

get, for the_ fluid exchange through a high grade change in hydrodynamic and/or 

hydrostatic powers of the blood in the radiated area, a fluid exchange in 

central direction. According to Schade's scheme, the reversal point of fluid 

give-off and uptake in the capillaries is shifted toward the arterial side. 

( see diag. 26) . 
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~---------------------------------- ------- ---

More difficult than these relatively clear conditions is the explanation 

for the osmotically conditioned fluid exchanges. Does it deal with a rise 

in osmotic pressure of electrolytes and the colloid-osmotic pressure of 

albuminous substances in the inflamed tissue, or is the fluid exchange in 

central direction conditioned by a fall in osmotic pressure of electrolytes 

or of the colloid-osmotic pressure of albuminous substances in the blood? 

Before we enter this in more detail, let us consider an observation of 

capillaries in an inflamed tissue. This is necessary to remove the objection, that 

even in the center of the inflammation herd the bloodflow, because of stasis in 

the blood current is not the best in a great part of the capillaries and an 

exchange of released material between tissue and blood is greatly arrested. We 

should like to divide the capillaries at the inflammation herd into 4 different 

groups (diag. 27). 

Group 1: Capillaries with uninjured walls, dilated lumen and rapid blood 

current, amount of blood flow increased. 

Group 2: capillaries with uninjured walls, compromised by edema, slower blood 

current, amount of bloodflow normal. 

Group 3: capillaries with injured walls, compromised by edema, 'blood current 

even slower, amount in.bloodflow less. 

Group 4: capillaries with greatly damaged walls. Stasis. 

With conservative treatment the· healing process must first begin and with 

increasing reversal of the inflammation and/or edema group 2 is shifted to 

group 1. There occurs a narrower· localization of the inflammatory process,,the 

healing process has moved closer to-the center. In group 3 the wall damage is 

reperable, so that with further decompre~sion of the vessel group 3 also is 

· shifted to group l. In group 4 the. change·s must be considered irreparable. 

The tissue area of these capillaries elapses into necrosis, which must be 
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reabsorbed with conservative treatment or pushed to the exterior by surgical 
. 

treatment. Diag .. 27 .shows this division with the effective pressure- and 
t. 

current conditions on the vess~ls, indicated by arrows. 

Our investigations on ele'ctrolytes a~e essent~ally reiliated to sodium

potassium-calciurr.-salts. Even if 'with it no definite picture is obtained, 

the fact that Na-K and Ca ions play a decisive role in ir).flamrna:tion, allow , 

some conclusions from their behavior. The potassium content, according to the 

degree of inflammation, is increased (Haebler, Schade, Lasser), the potassium

calcium ionia is disturbed. The sodium content is also changed, there exists 

a sodium increase in a strong, and a sodium decrease in a weak inflammation 

(Schade). 

We brought a series of electrolytes, in which potassium, sodium and calcium 

were bound as anions, into a short wave field under the same~ conditions as 

described above and determined the degree of heating. Since the halogen salts 

in 1/10-normal solution are fully dissolved for a.11 3 earth alkali, we used these 

simple salts first (diag. 28). 

In general the values illustrated in diag. 28 show, that the calcium salts 

heatup more on the average. If one usesdthe phosphates and oxalates, in as far 

as possible, the differences are even clearer. One can get an even more 

unobjectionable picture from the relation of heating, when one examines the salts 

in the concentration, as they occur in the blood; since the conductivity and/or 

the electrical constants change with the concentration, and according to Paetzold 

this is measurable for the degree of heating. We therefore repeat the already 

carried out investigations of Ringer solution and its individual constituents 

(diag. 29). 

Here the great difference in heating of calcium salts in contrast to that 

of potassium salts in in favor of the first. 
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A rise in dissociation of electrolyte is connected with each heating, 

and with it a rise in osmotic pressure, the reaction ability also has risen. 

In a review of physical-chemical tables (Landolt-Bornstein) it is determined 

that with the san:.e heating the calcium salt dissolves essentially, better than 

the potassium salt. When one adds to this, that in the short wave field the 

calcium salts also warm up stronger than the potassium salts, it follows, that 

the reaction ability of the calcium salts is considerably greater than that 

of potassium salt. It is ~n to be expected that by the increased reaction ability 

the ionized calcium becomes activated more than the potassium. The increased 

clotting ability of blood in shortwave radiation could thus find an explanation. 

According to the investigations of Hamburger the calcium ions pack the vessels~ 

by expulsion and resist inflammation. The moderately injured vessel wall through 

bacterial toxins and the acid~ty of the inflammation herd perhaps is covered 

again by the ca~cium activation. M!k~_Whetaeh a deposit of fibrin plays a role 

can be suspected, since this also is perspired without special activation on 
- ~' 

greatly injured vessel walls. 

Through the binding of calcium on the tissue, the calcium level in the blood 

necessarily must drop. We therefore carried out quantitative determinations of 

calcium in the blood with the titration method with potassium permanganate, 

and indeed, we found after average strong radiation, a decrease in calcium 

content of 1 - 1~2 mg%. ~ This decrease must be considered great, since 

according to Klinke of the 10 - 12 rr:.g% total calcium, only 2 mg are completely 

ionized. 

We should like to emphasize, that the remains of the calcium removed from 

the blood can be found only in the radiated tissue. When, in addition, we saw, 

that the serum experiences a reaction shift toward the acid side, we determined 

that we obtain some of the preconditions, which may lead to a successful 
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therapy in joint tuberculosis, through short wave radiation. 

When the blood clotting times are.prolonged after short wave radiation, 

this also can be connected to the decreased blood calcium. 

The albumins, in contrast to _the giliobulins have a greater binding ability 

·of the calcium, with the exception cf thrombogene. Through radiation an 

increase in albumines occurs, and thus the shown calcium loss may be explained 

by a fixation to the albumines. If this happens outside the blood course, 

and this is possible according to.the experimental results, the calcium remains 

bound here, since it has transferred to an adialysable condition. This extra

capillary c~lcium binding is of special influence in the inflamed tissue, since 

a ccording to the inves'tigations of v .. Gaza and Wessel the calcium ion in the 

ionized condition,causes a swelling in the inflamed tissue, with a decrease of it 

therefore, one can expect a fluid exchange toward th~ capillaries. 

The lowering.Jr the calcium level in the blood, which according to the above 

observations concerns the ionized calcium especially, conditions a-disturbance 

in the sodium-potassium-calcium isoionization. When the relation of pot~ssium 

and calcium is changed, it e·ffects the vegetative nervous system (Zondek). A 

predominance of pJtassium against calcium allows vagotonic conditions, or, 

'expressed differe:1tly, ·a niveau."drop -of .calcium, a retrogression in sympathetic 
I., 

tonus. Since we fol;l-nd ·such tonus ahifts in the· capillary test, we have a far-,, 

reaching agreement_1 of' experimentally founi;;l. factf.1 •. - , 

According th Schade and Clau;ssen ,a,; blood acidosis leads to a "discontinuance 
. ' . 

of resroption in the capillaries'', ,a fact known in the condition of acid cachexia. 

With the reaction shift of serum to the·acid side one can expect a fluid current 

to the capillary lumen. The behavior of the red corpuscles histologically 

_ not_icable, shows that the serum durtng short wave radiation draws water to itself, 
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because the red blood corpus~les show shrink.age, which equalizes very slowly 

and the necessa~y amount of fluid for swelling must be taken from the serum,_ 

which forces it in turn to draw water from the tissue. 

When a larger colloid is split into smaller molecules the swelling pressure 

rises corresponding to the surface enlargement - a fact, which for our 

investigations, which could show a shifting of the serum to the finely dispersed 

side, can also be brought to use: the swelling pressure of the serum rises, 

which brings about a conversion of the serum to fluid adsorption. 

The increase in blood sugar also conditions with absolute regularity a fluid 

current from tissue to blood, since with the slow diffusion velocity of grape 

sugar a strong water exchange is necessary to repair the disturbed isotonia. 

Erlanger, Laqueur and others were able to show the extraordinarily rapid water 

exchange toward the sugar containing side experimentally. Not only water, but 

NaCl also is taken by the blood by its greater diffusion velocity compared to 

that of grape sugar, for equalization of osmotic pressure, and a decrease in 

the amount of salt in inflamed tissue is equally important with a decrease in the 

degree of inflammation (seep. 283). The same holds true for potassium salts, 

which, when they enter the blood, are removed quickly from the body in a natural 

way. With our determination of blood. sugar increase through short wave radiation 

we can expect also a fluid exchange toward the capillaries and in addition, an 

unloading electrolyte shift from the inflamed tissue (the withdrawal of sodium 

ions from inflamed tissue is of special importance in the therapy of join~ 

tuberculosis ( Sauerbruch, Herrmannsdorfer, Gerson). 

The problem ot osmotic fluid excbange at short wave radiation may be viewed 

from another side. The tissue, with localized use of short waves, due to its 

place subjection, is exposed longer to the radiation than the blood, which leaves 



• J 

the radiated area. after a short-stay and is cooled in the non-heated body. 

The differences in :temperature between blood and tissue are practically equal 

to the difference ,of locally measured temperature in the radiated area and of 

body heat, since the organism by its heat-equalizing measures with intact 

heat regulation ability allows the general temperature to rise only very slowly. 

The heat compensation for the heated area is given to the blood circulation, 

which changes correspondingly. The heat current from tissue to Tulood needs, 

generally speaking, a heat bearer, since the heat conduction scarcely comes 

into consideratio~; this heat bearer is to be sought in the water and the 

diffused electrolytes. The liquor current flows with the heat current. In 

this relation, the heating by short waves differs from contact heating only by 

the fact that the heat distribution is more reguiar in the first and by its 

depth effect concerns the entire radiated area. 

Physico-chemically speaking the iissociation and the osmotic pressure is 

greater in the heated area than in the cool blood. This dependency of different 

electrolytes on temperature rises varies in size and generally is greatest at 

weakly acid or weakly alkaline reacting substances, as they occur in the body. 

According to van Hoff's rule the reaction velocity rises to a double at a 

0 temperature rise of 10. 

With the infinitely complicated composition of organic tissue differentiations 

of osmotically effective powers are scarcely possible. For that reason we used 

in our osmosis tests in the short wave field only simple electrolyte solutions 

(diag. 30). 

For these tests we constructed an instrument, which is illustrated in 

diag. 30. An "artificial capillary" with a semipermeable membrane was led 

through a hollow glass cylinder with an ascending mmbe, closed at all sides. 

We did not prepare the capillary of ordinarily used collodion, since this would 
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heat greatly in the short wave field, and thus experience a change in the 

size of its pores; but we prepared shells from a pig bladder. The seams 

were.covered with_paraffine. The test for density of the dialyzing tube was 

made with "night-blue'' in the usual way. A tube system was connected to the 

artificial capillary, which served the fluid intake (funnel) and flow-off. 

The fluid passing through the tube system was cooled and then again poured 

into the funnel. The fluid level was kept the same in the ascending tube and 

the to- and from leading tube systerr,, so that phenomena through hydrostatic 

pressure differences could not occur. The 2nd equalizing faucet on the hollow 

cylinder served only·for filling tt. 

For the test, the entire system, the hollow cylinder and the artificial 

capillary, was filled with the same electrolyte solution, so that no potential 

losses could occur~ The striped designated, resting fluid is like that in the 

tissue whereas the fluid ftoaing in the dialyzing tube, represented by the 

capillary wall, is like the blood. ·The entire arrangement was brought into the 

short wave field between two 12:15 cm condenser plates. The current in the 

capillary was so connected that 100 cc of fluid needed 30 seconds to flow through 

the system. 

After a short time (5 minutes) of radiation the fluid column in the ascending 

tube, its faucet having been opanad, sank by a few cm, which moved in jerks, when :tk 

the capillary fluid was greatly cooled. The test continued fo~ 15 minutes and 

then a difference in temperature from 6° to 8° was found between the capillary 

fluid and the tissue fluid. 

In one test we used a not exactly determined 1% saline solution and after 

the radiation found the tissue fluid more concentrated than the capillary fluid. 

In each 100 cc were: in the first 1095 mg, in the latter 985 mg of NaCl; there 

was therefore in the" tissue" 110 mg more saline than in the "capillary" • 



The explanation for this can only be that water flowed from the tissue into 

the II capillary. 11 Doubtless, the saline component also participated in the 

osmotic exchange, however, water diffuses much more rapidly·than cooking salt, 

which therefore experiences a concentration in the tissue.· 

If the same test was carried out with Ringer solution; the analysis showed, 

that sodium and potassium essentially held the same, whereas calcium rose by 

more than 20% in the tissue fluid (cooking salt showed only a 10% increase). 

For example: in one test (the calcium was determined as Cao). 

CaO in 200 cc of any kind was found: in the capillary fluid 0.0070 gm and in 

the tissue fluid 0.0090 gm. Thus calcium ms kept in the tissue for purely 

physical reasons. 

The passing increased electrolyte content in the tissue allows water to 

leave the capillaries and this is again resorbed. There is, therefore, in the 

shortRave field an increased fluid exchange between tissue and capillary, 

conditioned purely physically - a condition, identical with the equalization of 

dsturbed msotonia. This compensaticn is absent in poor bloodflowing areas, 

and the wide diffusion path to the next capillary with good bloodflow will have 

to be made essentially with water. This causes concentration at the center of 

the inflammation, the imfE1.~tory acidity rises, the chemotactically attracted 

leucocytes are placed on a narrower space against the inflamed noxa, the 

defense power of the body becomes concentrated and the resulting pus becomes 

especially thick-fluid. 

VII. Investigations of the influences of bacteria and toxins. 

The detailed investigations of Schliephake and Haase show, that in the 

short wave field generally occurs an injury to bacteria which can lead to a kill; 

so we can refer to it. 

On the other hand changes can be determined on bacterial toxins in the 
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sense of a poisoning, as was shown by D'Arsonval and Charrien with longer 

wave lengths, which equal diathermy more, on tmuins of diphtheria bacilli. 

Similar determinat~ons were recently reported by the Pennsylvania Hospital 

in Pittsburgh (the toxin was exposed to radiation for 6 hours, with a 1.9 m 

long wave at weak energy). 

' Since the bacterial toxins in the main consist of large-dispersed globulins,. 

we may, in parallel with our serum investigations,, assume that here also a 

splitting of the large globulins into finely dispersed particles follows. 

We used the anaphylaxia symptoms on.guineapigs activated against tuberculin 

as a test for our investigations with ;r.aqJ:ated Alt"'."tuberculin-Koch. Even- if . . 
. a• 

the guineapigs injected;.with radiated tu~erculin ( we m~ed high dosages of 

30-100 mg) did not seem to be.greatly injured, the temperature rises were lower, 

and the reaction phase not as.long, as in animals injected with non-radiated 
I , . ~ 

tuberculin; the differences· were not so ~_reat that one could draw binding 
r 
l &' 

conclusions from it. Additional investig~tions. in thres promising area may 

bring clarity. 

Radiation of artificial infections in the animal. 

Of the tests, where we radiated artificial infections in animals, those on 

the frog were most impressive. The difficulty of producing such in animals is 

known; in almost all test animals used local abscesses or sepsis by bacteria 

are difficult to produce. 

In a series of 12 frogs, 10 equal colonies of a staphylococci culture were 

injected through a small cut at the back of the foot into the subcutaneous 

lymph space of the lower leg; 6 animals were radiated with relat&vely low 

dosages (4 amperes, condenser plates 7:7 cm at a distance of 6 cm; time of 

radiation 2 minutes). The radiations were repeated 5 times on successive 

days. In 4 frogs of the non-radiated series a swelling of the lower leg to 
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double the original strength was seen, infiltration formation, edema and strong 

vessel design; whereas, aside from a swelling of inflammatory type at the 
l 

place of incision which retreated after. 2~3 radiations, the radiated animals ., 

showed no further re~ction (diag. 3i): 
• ' I 

Even if the ·small number of test animals ·isno manifestation, the fact 

that not one of the radiated animals· showed an inflammation, ~hile 2/3 of the 

non-radiated '.3'.nimals became very il.l, should speak in some measure for the 

antiseptic effect of short waves. 

Other tests on .the frogs ,dealt with the question whether artificially 

introduced materials-after radi~tion in the short wave field resorb more 

rapidly than under normal circumstances? 

in 8 frogs, a methylene blue vitally stained staphylococci culture was 

injected into a 2 mm long skin cut on the back of the foot, and half of the 

frogs, under control with the binocular microscope, were radiated on the 

injected foot. As soon as a pulsation in the capillaries became noticable, 

the radiation was stopped (diag. 32,33). 

From the results can be seen, that the artificaali,y produced inflammation 

under short wave radiation, took an essentially more favorable course than.in 

the non-radiated cases. 

The wound cleans itself more quickly, the introduced foreign bodies are 

resorbed faster, the bilioodflow in the tissue is better, the material exchange is 

favored, by removal of inflammation causing material a quicker healing mf the 

wound results. Comparison of diag. 33 and 35 definitely shows the important 

difference in condition with and without radiation. Whereas in the inflamed, f 
changed tissue the capillaries at greater distance from the wound were dilated, 

those vessels in the vicinity of the inflamed infiltration show a far reaching 

circulation standstill by compression or edema. The healing process, from the 
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dilated vessels to the center of the inflammation, will need a much longer time, 

and the injuries produced by the inflammation causing toxin will,be much 

greater than those infections radiated with ··short waves. Here the edema subsides 

early, the vessel paths are unloaded, the bloodflow can penetrate the inflammation 

herd and has increased corresponding to the capillary dilatation, the speed up 

of the process prevents a far reacming tissue damage. 

VIII. Summary of experimental investigations with regard to inflammation. 

We attempted in this work, to clarify some of the deeper causes for the 

good effect of ultrashort electrical waves on inflammatory processes, and a 

summarized description of the processes in connection with the actually observed 

processes in therapeutic short wave radiation follows. The radiation of the 

inflamed ~rea and its vicinity leads to a hyperemia, which we regard according 

to Bier's· classification as an 11 active hype_remia. 11 The hyperemic conditions 

are not fleeting, as those produced by simple heating, but continue for a 

long time; with stronger radiation 2-3 days; in addition they are not of a 

superficial nature as the latter, burtrtas deep as is desirable. The capillary 

network at rest is thus drawn into the circulation, the surface of material· 

exchanges at the place of inflarnmation is greatly increased. The neighboring 

areas are set to work. The deeper cause of the long lasting capillary dilatation 

must be sought in a partiai sympathicus paralysis (Dreyer and Jansen made the 

observation, that with a partial cut of the sympathic fibers a light inflammation 
~ 

healed quicker than one on the non-denerved ear). T):i.e partial sympathicus 

paralysis must not be considered as an inflammation resistant condition. 

By the capillary paralysis the bloodpressure in the capillaries is lowered, 

and from purly physical causes a fluid inflow from the edematous tissue to 

the blood paths results. This means a deloading for the capillaries compromised 
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by the tissue, as explained in diag. 28,: The bloodflow in the inflamed tissue 

improves, and so far, that the capillaries· can dJ.la-t;e up to the hea:rnld bf the 

inflammationand show good current conditions (see diag. 34). 

The capillaries injured by the in:fla:mmati,on, with 13;lbumin penetrating 

walls are covered by activation of ··calcium and increased r'ibrin exc~etion 

and thus made functional agairi. ,The destruction and/or necrosis of the center 

of inflammation experiences a narrowing. An essential point here is as follows: 

The large colloidal bacterial toxins 'cannot penetraie an intact capillary wall, 

the toxin resorption rises in radiated patients, due presumably in part to the 

toxins, retreat quickly, so that general inJuries are prevented; the danger 

of the origin of a sepsis also is reduced - We did not, in our investigations, 

consider the lymph ducts; but one can draw some conclusions from the observed 

processes. When the bloodpaths are compromised by the stretched, edematous, 

inflamed tissue, it leads to more than normal inundation of the lymph ducts with 

bacteria and toxins and to a lymphangitis and lymphadenitis (Haebler). Removal 

of tissue pressure reduces these symptoms and reduction in edema with short 

wave radiation allows the lymphangitis to regularly disappear after 1 day (5 

cases were observed, in part with furuncles, and infected gangrene). 

Another observation, that after radiation local pain is lessened and/or 

completely disappears, can be explained also by hyperemia, since according to 

Bier and Ritter, hyperemia alone produces relief from pai~. A second reason 

lies in the deloading of nerve endings by reduction in tissue tension. Possibly 

still other electrical processes in the nerves play a role, as Kowarshhick as~umes 

for diathermy currents. The observations, that with short wave radiation of 

long duration on a finger, a feeling of numbness occurs, cor~esponding to a 

hypesthesia, could confirm this assumption, also the prolongation of chronaxia 

values, determined by v. Knorre and Johannes. A fourth reason for the reduction 
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of pain is an increased move of potassium and the inflammatory acid, which 

according to Haebler and Hummel and v. Gaza and Brandi, represent a cause of 

pain in inflammations. 

The capillary ectasis and the therewith corine.cted current slowdown · lead 

to a further increase in the already by inflammation increased leucocyte 

immigration to the radiated area. This defense measure of t~e body i~ 

strengthened, which documents itself in that the leucocytes multiply numerically in 

connection with radiation. In ad~ition, with weak radiation the consuming 

activity of white blood corpuscles increases, which leads to a quantitative 

injury of the infih.ammation causative agent. The increase in local metabolism 

by the released ferments from destr9yed, ·leucocytes is equalized by a direct 

arrest of metabolism 
.. ~-

in the cell by the short ~~ves. The "metabolism brand" , '. 
despite .heating of inf~amed tissue·is no further ktndled, as is shown from the 

increased !'ind.ing of album~n sediments. 

The changed chemistry in inflammation contributes essentially to the 
' 

activation of short waves. A stronger. he~ting occurs in acid reacting tissues , 
'.::' .. 

than in alkaline, and since, with c·ertain ,;t.imi tat ions we consider the heating 

a degree of effectiveness, me may assume, if a therapeutically favorable. effect 
. ' 

occurs with radiation, ari increase in, this effe'ct for the inflamed tissue, 
·.• ,F . 

aside from the fact, that heat alone is considered as a favorable moment. 
" 

The above described fact of an increase in effect in acid areas gives rise 

to the thought, that in cases for short wave radiation, the surgical measurement 

of emptying the very strong acid pus, is not desirable at least at the start of 

the treatment. Experience has shown this assumption to be right. Radiation of 

sweatgland inflammations has shown, that incision treated cases heal much slower 

than the non-treated cases. Following the retreat of the infiltration, it ca.me to 

resorption in the majority of gland inflammations and in some herds to 
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spontaneous breadthrough of a small amount of thick pus. This shall not 

mean, that the scalpel in these cases is not necessary; but it shall be shown, 

that in cases, where its use is indicated as unfavorable to a direct result, 

it can be substituted at full value by'the shor~ waves. In a few cases, 

despite the use of short waves, we were forced to make incisions. 

We were able to•show, that sh~rt waves of a certain wave length can lead 

to activation of special ions. Wlhth the 4 m wave used by us, calcium 

especially, is increased in its reaction a~ility, and this causes inflammation 

resisting processes, consisting of outflow and hardening of edematous tissue 

and the covering and rise in function of damaged vessel walls. 

Through differentiation in the activation·of i~ns, it _comes to a partial 

equalization of the disturbed sodium-potassium-calcium-isoionia, when sodium and 

potassium stand in the foreground of the observation, and to a shift of the 

potassium-calcium relation in the blood, which in turn is connected with a rise 
. 

in vagus tonus and a MBm.lllX reduction in sympathicus tonus. The area of this 

ion shifting does not only stretch to the inflammation herd, but to the total 

further vicinity, reached by the short waves. Here the shortwave radiation 

leads to symptoms, which must be considered as partial symptoms of an inflammation. 

The hyperemia, the leucocyte immigration, etc., however, are ~efense reactions, 

against the inflammation causing toxin. The "artificial inflammation", occurring 

through shortwave radiation in the wider vicinity of the inflammation herd, 

must also be regarded as defense reaction of the body. The powers used by the 

body experiences thereby a spatial expansion without damage by the distant 

lying bacterial .toxins. 

It could also be shown, that the osmotic precesses are advanced by radiation. 

Some of the reasons for this, such as the lowering of capillary bloodpressure, 

enlargement of semipermeable membrane have already been mentioned. Through 
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changes of the colloid conditions in the plasma and/or the serum of the blood 

the swelling pressure increases and water is withdrawn from the entire vicinity. 

Changes of other types also, such as increase in blood sugar, working 

synonymously, relieve the by edema stretched tissue. 

The temperature difference between tissue and blood caused by the radiation 

increases the osmotic pressure in the tissue against that in the capillaries, 

and the fluid current in central direction is equal to the heat current. 

The "osmotic storms" at the inflammation herd are thereby forced in a direction 

which reverses the tissue hypertonia and with it the hyperionia. 

The inflammation-causing bacteria and toxins are also qualitatively injured 

by the short waves, and their toxicity is lessened. 

According to the explanation of the biologically effective factors in 

inflammation a radiation success can occur only, when we are in a position to 

bting large energy amounts to use. For example, the influence on osmotically 

effective powers can be done only with energy amounts, values of which must be 

expressed in meter kilogram. We meet here the already voiced opinion, that it 

does not depend so much on intensity but on quality of the ultravave lengths. 

The choice of wave lengths is of greatest importance, but just as important 

their high intensity. 
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